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Garmin Launches InReach
Messenger
for
Device
or
App-Based
Satellite
Communication

G

armin announced an addition to
its InReach lineup with the Garmin
InReach Messenger device and a
Garmin Messenger companion app.
Garmin’s InReach line provides a way for those
who frequently travel outside of cellular service to communicate with friends, loved ones, and emergency
responders using satellite communication. The InReach Messenger is a $299 gadget with a small display on
it. You can use InReach Messenger when paired with your smartphone or as a stand-alone device to send
and receive messages, including sending an SOS message to the Garmin International Emergency Response
Coordination Center. When it’s paired with the Messenger app, you can send and receive messages with
individual contacts or in group messages. The app will automatically pick the best network to send the
message through, be it cellular, Wi-Fi or satellite. The InReach Messenger has 28 days of battery life, is IPX7
rated for immersion in up to 1 meter of water, and takes up little space, measuring 3.1 by 2.5 inches and
weighing 4 ounces. If your phone dies and you need to use Messenger, you can charge your phone using the
small device to give you enough power to call for help. Any messages you send in the Garmin Messenger app
will require the recipient to sign up for and use the free Messenger app on their mobile device. There’s no fee
to use the Messenger app on its own. Garmin has had satellite communication products for years. In fact, I
tested the InReach Mini earlier this year and just about had to use it to call for help after a friend and I decided
to go hiking in very deep snow while being completely underdressed and underprepared. So, the InReach
Messenger isn’t a direct reply to Apple’s new Emergency SOS via satellite that’s launching in November on the
entire iPhone 14 lineup. But Garmin’s timing couldn’t have been better. Satellite communication via a smart
device is a hot topic right now, thanks to Apple’s announcement, and the conversation will no doubt will draw
a subset of users who want broader and more capabilities from a satellite communication product. Based on
my past experience with a Garmin InReach device and what Garmin promises to be possible with Messenger,
I have no doubt that Garmin’s offering has more features. However, it also carries with it a monthly fee that
starts at $15, and to some extent requires that you carry a secondary device. Apple’s service, however, is free
for the next two years and is built directly into an iPhone you’d already have in your pocket. There are pros
and cons to that, of course. For example, if your iPhone’s battery is empty, you can’t send any messages,
satellite or not.

Angola Hopes for Satellite
Launch Next Month

A

ngola expects to have its first
communications satellite in orbit
in October this year, decreasing its
reliance on expensive foreign-owned
platforms. Ecofin reports that AngoSat-2 is
due to be launched by Russian firm Reshetnev
Information Satellite Systems (ISS-Reshetev)
from Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan.
An earlier satellite, the USD327.6 million
AngoSat-1, was launched in 2017 but was lost
a few hours later, and AngoSat-2 has been
offered by Russia as its replacement. AngoSat-2
will benefit telecommunications, industry,
agriculture and other sectors.
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Lynk Global Bids for
Satellite 5G First

S

atellite player Lynk Global detailed plans
to launch a 5G base station into space
later this year, a move it described as
a world first. The company noted the
5G test was being funded by an undisclosed
partner and the payload is scheduled to launch in December, when it flies its second commercial satellite.
Lynk Global claims to have patented the ability to connect to existing standard 5G devices using space-based
infrastructure in 55 countries. It indicated the latest trial would prove the ability to send a 5G signal from
space to regular handsets. The company received a US license for its satellite-to-phone service earlier this
month which it previously stated would enable it to operate globally. CCO Dan Dooley stated his company
was “years ahead of everyone else” in terms of enabling operators to cover “100 per cent of their geographic
territories”. Dooley added Lynk Global is actively testing its existing service in 12 countries on five continents.
Earlier this year, the company disclosed it had contracts with 15 mobile operators covering 36 countries.
Although it is quick to highlight its advanced status, Lynk Global is not the only player to target connection
with off-the-shelf handsets. Vodafone Group-backed AST SpaceMobile is also making a play in this space and
signed a deal with Nokia earlier this year covering 4G and 5G kit. Aside from these rivals there are a plethora
of other companies targeting operator contracts for providing mobile connectivity from birds in orbit, while
several device manufacturers have started to market early use-cases with their latest smartphones.

Avanti Turns to Regional
Operator Partnerships to
Expand Satellite Coverage

U

.K.-based Avanti Communications is
seeking more partnerships to grow its
footprint after securing its first major
deal to use another regional satellite
operator’s capacity. Avanti announced a fiveyear partnership with Turkey’s Turksat Sept. 13
that pools more than 100 gigabits-per-second
(Gbps) of Ka-band capacity between them
across Africa and the Middle East. The deal
combines Avanti’s Hylas 4 and Hylas 2 satellites with Turksat’s recently launched Turksat-5B to sell broadband in areas with limited terrestrial infrastructure. Turksat had signed a contract in 2019 to use capacity on
Hylas 2 — which covers Europe, the Middle East, and eastern and southern Africa — for three years with an
option for a one-year extension. Their expanded partnership “is a milestone for Avanti’s business and the
first time we are partnering with another strong regional satellite operator to access their capacity,” Avanti
CEO Kyle Whitehill told SpaceNews. Whitehill said the company is “continuing to seek out partnerships that
harness satellite technology, and help individuals, businesses and communities to thrive.” He said Avanti has
“committed 75% of our total investment” to bring more connectivity to Africa. The company recently launched
a managed satellite service called Avanti Extend, which is focused on helping mobile operator customers
bring connectivity to remote and hard-to-reach areas across sub-Saharan Africa. “This enables customers
to provide reliable cellular service to the 100 million people living in these challenging locations that would
otherwise be impossible to reach using traditional terrestrial infrastructure,” he said. Avanti is also currently
building a satellite gateway in Senegal to extend the coverage of Hylas 4, the operator’s latest satellite, to West
Africa. While Avanti’s fleet of five satellites are in geostationary orbit, Whitehill said the company is developing
hybrid network products and services that integrate capacity from lower orbits and terrestrial network capabilities. Regional satellite operators are keen to partner with Starlink and other low Earth orbit broadband
constellations to meet growing demand for bandwidth, executives from some of these companies said Sept.
13 during the World Satellite Business Week conference in Paris.
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Marlink Boosts Its Smart
Network Solutions for
Maritime and Enterprise
Customers with Starlink

T

he global leading managed service
provider
for
business-critical
communication networks and digital
solutions adds Starlink’s high-speed,
low-latency solution to its services Oslo,
Paris, Palma de Mallorca, 22 September
2022. Marlink, the smart network solutions
company, has added SpaceX’s Starlink service
to its offerings, strengthening its connectivity
solutions portfolio for maritime and enterprise customers. As experts and pioneers in satellite communication
solutions, Marlink and OmniAccess will leverage Starlink – a high-speed, low-latency broadband internet
service enabled by a constellation of satellites in Low Earth Orbit – to complement their portfolio of smart
network solutions and services globally. Under the agreement, Marlink and OmniAccess will act as global
“authorized Starlink integrators” for maritime and enterprise customers. Marlink’s integration of Starlink with
existing highly reliable VSAT, LTE (4G/5G) and terrestrial connectivity solutions will result in a seamless user
experience. Marlink and OmniAccess will orchestrate the different connectivity paths to provide their extensive
global customer base with unmatched communications network solutions that will substantially improve
customers’ business-critical applications, passenger communications, and crew and remote workers’ welfare.
“This ability to utilize Starlink is giant step in our strategy to provide our customers with the best-in-class
user experience, combining our industry-leading GEO satellite connectivity solutions with the next generation
LEO high-speed, low-latency services,” said Erik Ceuppens, CEO, Marlink Group. “We are looking forward to
working with SpaceX to integrate Starlink as part of our smart network solutions, creating a superior global
connectivity service for our extensive maritime and enterprise customer base across the world.” “Adding
Starlink to its offerings will bring a new dimension of connectivity to Marlink’s global customer base,” said
SpaceX Vice President of Starlink Sales Jonathan Hofeller. “This low-latency, high-bandwidth broadband
experience will allow enterprise and maritime customers to manage their remote businesses more efficiently
than ever before.”

Xtendnet to Offer Satellite Broadband for UK and Europe

A

multi-national group of satellite and telecom veterans from the US, UK and mainland Europe
have launched a challenger satellite broadband service Xtendnet for underserved businesses and
consumers in Europe. The UK service is to be officially launched at trade show Connected Britain
as the start-up targets mobile network operators, internet service providers and a significant
percentage of the population that fixed lines cannot reach. The service is connected to Arabsat’s BADR-7
high-throughput satellite and based on Forsway’s Xtend system. XtndNet promises users 50 Mb download
speeds. The XtndNet service is available now in the United Kingdom and Ireland, and will expand to Germany,
Scandinavia, the Baltics and Africa in 2023. According to UK market regulator Ofcom there are at least 100,000
under- connected locations in the British isles, with under three Mbps and no other options for an affordable,
fast and reliable broadband connection. Many say this could be a very low estimate, as homes in urban areas
are underserved by Britain’s two main broadband providers. There is a widespread suspicion that the number
of town dwellers who live too far from a BT exchange is an unreported story. The alternative broadband
supplier is one of the most complained about service providers in Britain. There are more than 100,000
households throughout the UK without an adequate broadband connection, according to Travis Mooney,
CEO at XtndNet. “Those people are left behind as everything from government services to grocery shopping
and television now rely on broadband connectivity,” said Mooney, who hinted that a resolution is finally at
hand. “Our service uses a satellite download to immediately remedy this challenge for users throughout
the UK and Ireland; simply point a dish, install a router and we can provide almost anyone an immediate
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upgrade, bridging the digital divide,” said Mooney. The success of Xtndnet hinges on its ability to create a
sales channel to fulfil the latent demand. “We are excited to show easy it can be for ISPs to extend their
service offering to rural, underserved areas – with no investment required,” said Mooney. Xtendnet is offering
‘zero-Capex access’ platform, available immediately and it will back its channel with marketing, technical and
operational support to launch their local services. XtndNet provides individual wholesale satellite broadband
internet access services to resellers, such as DSL providers, which can be white labelled. BADR-7, also known
as Arabsat-6B, was produced by Airbus Defence and Space-led consortium EADS Astrium, with Thales Alenia
Space designing and building the spacecraft’s communications payload. The satellite was the 6th satellite
within the Arabsat fleet and its 15 year life expectancy comes to an end in 2030. It operates at the orbital
position of 26 degrees East. The satellite uses several gateway locations, which are all based in Europe. The
Gateways bridge terrestrial broadband services with the satellite via ground stations using Ka (18-40 Ghz
spectrum) and Ku band (of 12-18 GHz).

OneWeb to Restart
Broadband Satellite
Launches

S

atellite operator OneWeb, which is partly
owned by the UK Government, has
announced that 36 of their Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) based ultrafast broadband
satellites have just arrived at the Satish Dhawan
Space Centre in Sriharikota, India, ahead of an
expected launch to space next month. The
operator has already launched 428 of their small
c.150kg LEO based ultrafast (100Mbps+) and
low-latency (sub-100ms) broadband satellites
into space – orbiting at an altitude of around
1,200km – and their initial plan is to build a constellation of 648 (588 are needed for coverage – the rest are
for redundancy), which is enough for a reasonable level of global coverage. This is due to complete by the end
of 2023. However, readers may recall that a lot of their prior launches took place in Russia, which ended after
the invasion of Ukraine set off a chain of events that continues to unfold (here). The operator ended up taking
a £200m hit after Russia blocked the launch of 36 satellites and impounded them (here), which left OneWeb
with the unenviable task of needing to find new launch partners. The good news is that they were able to find
solutions with both rival SpaceX (here) and New Space India Limited (NSIL) – here, which is the commercial arm
of the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO). After a lot of work, the next batch of OneWeb’s GEN1 LEO
spacecraft has now been shipped to India’s Satish Dhawan Space Centre (SDSC – SHAR) in Sriharikota, ready
for launch. Neil Masterson, OneWeb CEO, said: “OneWeb’s dedication to industry collaboration has allowed
us to successfully navigate the everchanging global environment and prepare for yet another milestone
launch. We are proud of our ability to adapt and remain on track to deliver global connectivity in the hardest
to reach places. With many thanks to our top-of-the line partners ISRO and NSIL, as well as our shareholder
Bharti Global for their continued stewardship, we were able to facilitate this upcoming pioneering launch
in Sriharikota India.” Radhakrishnan D, Chairman-cum-MD, NewSpace India Limited, added: “Undertaking
the launch of 36 OneWeb satellites on-board GSLV-MkIII from India is a historic moment for NSIL and ISRO.
We are excited to see the arrival of the satellites and the Ground Support Equipment in India in preparation
for the launch. Teams at NSIL/ ISRO are sincerely working towards providing the best of the Launch Service
solutions and support for OneWeb satellites, and we wish their teams great success in their forthcoming
activities at SDSC-SHAR and launch.” The launch will be the company’s 14th overall, and the satellites will
be put into orbit by the heaviest ISRO rocket, the GSLV-MkIII (pictured – top). One additional launch will
then take place this year, and three more are targeted for early next year to complete the constellation. The
announcement doesn’t say when OneWeb’s launch will take place, although publicly available data on launch
schedules suggests that the related “OneWeb 1A” mission – with an estimated launch cost of between $46m
to $62m – is projected to take place by the end of October 2022.
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Speedcast to Offer Starlink
Service to Enterprise and
Maritime Customers

S

peedcast, a global communications and
network service provider, will begin
offering Starlink‘s high-speed, lowlatency connectivity to its enterprise and
maritime customers as part of a deal announced
today at The World Satellite Business Week
Summit in Paris. Starlink introduced its
enterprise and maritime connectivity services
and equipment earlier this year, delivered
via the world’s largest constellation of highly
advanced satellites operating in low Earth
orbit. From oil rigs and merchant vessels to
mine sites and yachts, Starlink allows users to
connect from the most remote locations and
waters across the world. Speedcast designs
and deploys technology and frequencyagnostic solutions for customers to deliver the
highest levels of performance and operational
efficiency. The company has been supporting customer trials to demonstrate the capabilities of Starlink as
part of a seamlessly integrated service. “Starlink is an exciting new communications pathway for customers,
offering significant diversity and added capacity at a time when remote sites continue to push to the farthest
ends of the Earth and when bandwidth demand is ever increasing,” says Joe Spytek, chief executive officer
at Speedcast. “As a trusted, agnostic integrator of next-generation technologies for customers, we’re excited
to add Starlink to our toolkit to make ubiquitous connectivity a reality for remote operations around the
world.” “We’re excited to provide Starlink’s high-speed, low-latency internet to Speedcast enterprise and
maritime customers,” says Jonathan Hofeller, vice president of Starlink sales at SpaceX. “This significant leap
in connectivity will open even more possibilities for companies to manage operations anywhere on Earth.”

Airbus to Provide Satellite Communications for Armed Forces

A

irbus has signed contracts with the Ministries of Defence of Czech Republic and the Netherlands
to provide satellite communications for a 15 year period. The Armed Forces of Czech Republic and
the Netherlands will utilize 2 and 3 channels respectively of the Airbus UHF (Ultra High Frequency)
military communications hosted payload on-board the EUTELSAT 36D telecommunications
satellite scheduled for launch in 2024. With this new UHF payload, Airbus will be able to offer a new UHF
communications service to the armed forces, particularly those of European countries and NATO allies. As the
UHF frequency band is a relatively scarce orbital resource, this offering will make up for the capacity shortage
around the world. Airbus has already signed several firm orders for this capacity, well ahead of the satellite’s
scheduled launch. The UHF payload will be operated from Airbus’s Network Operations Centre in Toulouse.
Its 18 UHF channels will enable up to 200 simultaneous communications over Europe, the Middle East, Africa,
large parts of Asia, as well as the Atlantic Ocean (to eastern Brazil) and the Indian Ocean (to western Australia).
Military UHF satcoms are used by the armed forces for operations on land, at sea and in the air. They have a
high level of interoperability and are therefore very useful for multinational and coalition operations. The UHF
band is very flexible and offers a lightweight, robust and highly secure means of communication. An extensive
range of terminals for use on land, at sea and in the air is available to meet the needs of the various armed
forces. Airbus has unique experience in operating UHF milsatcom services. This new payload will enhance
its portfolio throughout the lifespan of the satellite. Airbus is the only armed forces private satcom operator
to cover the full spectrum of military (UHF, X, Ka Mil) and commercial (L, C/Ku, Ka) frequency bands and
applications. The EUTELSAT 36D satellite will be built by Airbus based on its Eurostar Neo platform. In addition
to the UHF payload, it will also be equipped with 70 Ku-band transponders for TV broadcasting
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Telenor Satellite Announces
Significant Extension of Its
Ku-Band Service in the Middle
East

N

orwegian satellite communications
leader
Telenor
Satellite
today
announces that its THOR 10-02 Kuband service on Newtec Dialog®
platform from ST Engineering iDirect is being made available to clients in the Middle East. The company is
a major supplier of premium connectivity via satellite to the broadcast, maritime and land-based vertical
markets in Europe, the Middle East and North Africa (EMEA). With the introduction of the award-winning Dialog
platform, the company can offer its clients in the Middle East the increased speeds and bandwidths that were
previously only available on its THOR 7 Ka-band services for the maritime & offshore energy customers. This
is particularly important for the company’s land-based oil & gas clients whose sophisticated and technology
driven operations demand the higher performance offered by the Dialog platform. The benefits to clients
include a highly efficient, scalable and flexible service which comes with DVB-S2X performance, advanced
waveforms, Mx-DMA® shared bandwidth return channel technology, and more sophisticated QoS and
QoE features. Chris Insall, Head of Maritime Market Development at ST Engineering iDirect, said: “Telenor
Satellite is extending to the Middle East a VSAT platform that can address multiple markets by optimizing the
usage of infrastructure and satellite capacity. With the Dialog platform, Telenor Satellite can select the best
transmission technology for its needs, harnessing the industry’s most efficient, dynamic return technology to
share satellite capacity more efficiently over a group of satellite terminals.” Although the majority of Telenor
Satellite’s Middle Eastern clients require a fixed service, the company also supplies connectivity to offshore
facilities and their support vessels requiring full mobility. Jan Hetland, Director of Data Services at Telenor
Satellite, said: “We are pleased to be able to extend coverage of the Dialog platform into the Middle East as it
will enable us to deliver a service of the highest quality to our clients working in the region whether they are
land-based or maritime. The increased speed, bandwidth and flexibility of the new system ensures that our
clients will receive the best possible performance from their satellite communications.”

Vodafone
Satellite
Tech
Precisely Locates IoT Devices,
Supports V2X

V

odafone and Topcon Positioning Group
are developing a mass-market, precise
positioning system to locate Internet
of Things (IoT) devices, machinery and
vehicles with a greater degree of accuracy than
using individual global navigation satellites
systems (GNSS). Vodafone claims that vehicles,
scooters and even robot lawn mowers can be
securely monitored in real-time to within a
few centimeters when connected to Vodafone’s global IoT network and using technology from Topcon –
instead of within a few meters with navigation satellite signals. They can offer this GNSS correction service
because of their respective terrestrial footprints across Europe. Vodafone intends to offer a singular module
configuration that can extend across national borders. The companies are to embark on trials with customers
trials in Germany, Spain and the UK, starting this month. The companies aim to test the service, called
Vodafone GNSS Corrections, using various devices connected to Vodafone’s global IoT network, which has
more than 150 million connections. Its pan-European network covers 12 countries. The Topcon Positioning
System provides cloud-based corrections which are sent to vehicles and devices. In turn, they derive accurate
locations in open sky conditions, that is, when receivers on the ground are not close to obstructions such as
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trees or reflections from a GNSS signal. To provide pinpoint locations, a GNSS module needs to compensate
for inaccuracies caused by satellite constellations, receiver hardware and atmospheric conditions. Topcon’s
dense network of fixed reference stations run the calculations to overcome these distortion based on the
constant flow of GNSS data. Vodafone says great accuracy is critical to the mass adoption of vehicle to anything
(V2X) technology whereby driverless vehicles communicate with other vehicles, road users, and infrastructure
and for autonomous machinery and robots. Vodafone’s new precise positioning will complement to its Safer
Transport for Europe Platform (STEP), which was announced in March and allows entities to communicate
without line of sight. Apparently STEP has been successfully tested in Germany and the UK and will be made
available via Vodafone Automotive and third-party apps later this year. A Precise Positioning Service also
complements the existing asset tracking and fleet telematics solutions already provided by Vodafone Business
for enterprise customers across 54 countries.

Global Satellite IoT
Subscriber Base to Reach
21.2 Million by 2026

T

he new research report from specialist
IoT analyst Berg Insight states that the
global satellite IoT communications
market is growing at a good steady pace.
Despite the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the surpassed 3.9 million in 2021 and is set to
grow at a CAGR of 40.3% to reach 21.2 million
units in 2026. “The terrestrial technologies will
grow in importance in the next five years and
collaborations between satellite operators and
mobile operators exploring new hybrid satellite-terrestrial connectivity opportunities such as the recent
T-Mobile/SpaceX agreement will become common,” concludes Johan Fagerberg, Principal Analyst at Berg
Insight. The report points out that only about 10% of the Earth’s surface has access to terrestrial connectivity
services so there is a massive opportunity for satellite IoT communications to complement terrestrial cellular
and non-cellular networks in remote locations. They are especially useful for applications in agriculture, asset
tracking, maritime and intermodal transportation, oil and gas industry exploration, utilities, construction and
governments. Both incumbent satellite operators and more than two dozen new initiatives are betting on the
IoT connectivity market, according to the report which covers 44 satellite IoT operators. “Iridium, Orbcomm,
Inmarsat and Globalstar are the largest satellite IoT network operators today”, says Fagerberg. Iridium grew
its subscriber base by 21% in the last year and reached the number one spot serving 1.3 million subscribers.
Originally a dedicated satellite operator, Orbcomm has transitioned into an end-to-end solution provider,
delivering services on its own satellite network as well as being a reseller partner of Inmarsat and others. At
the end of 2021, the company had 1.1 million satellite IoT subscribers on its own and Inmarsat’s networks.
At the same time Globalstar reached 0.42 million subscribers. Other players with connections in the tens of
thousands include for instance Kineis in France and Thuraya in the UAE.
In addition to the incumbent satellite operators a number of new initiatives have appeared on the market
recently, such as Astrocast, AST SpaceMobile, CASC/CASIC, E-Space, Fleet Space Technologies, Hubble
Network, Kepler Communications, Kineis, Ligado Networks, Lynk, Myriota, Omnispace, Skylo, Swarm
Technologies (SpaceX) and Totum. Many of them are based low-earth orbit nano satellites. Although some
rely on proprietary connectivity technologies to support IoT devices, several are starting to leverage terrestrial
wireless IoT connectivity technologies. Those that use 3GPP 4G/5G technologies include:
• OQ Technology,
• Sateliot
• Lynk,
• AST SpaceMobile
• Galaxy Space
• Skylo
• Omnispace
• Ligado Networks
• Starlink.
The following run LoRaWAN:
• EchoStar Mobile
• Lacuna Space
• Eutelsat.
• Fossa Systems
The Hubble Network offers Bluetooth and Eutelsat also supports Sigfox.
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SpaceTech Start-Up OQ
Raises US$13 million and
Seeks to Position Saudi
Arabia as a Satellite Hub

O

Q Technology, a Luxembourgbased operator of 5G Internet of
Things satellites, raised €13 million
($13.02m) in a Series A funding round
co-led by Saudi Aramco’s entrepreneurial arm
Wa’ed Ventures and Greece-based Phaistos
Investment Fund. The funds will be used to
grow OQ’s 5G IoT satellite constellation, further
develop its proprietary technology and acquire
more licenses. OQ’s technology enables applications requiring fast and real-time data processing in remote
and rural areas through small satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO). OQ is currently expanding operations and is
establishing two global subsidiaries, including one in Saudi Arabia, with the aim of positioning the kingdom as
a leader in satellite and space technology, Wa’ed said in a statement. The unit being planned in Saudi Arabia
will be located in the city of Al Khobar and is set to be one of the Middle East’s biggest data and network
operations center for 5G satellite services, as well as the first in the kingdom and wider Mena region, it
added. “Against a challenging economic backdrop, our decision to seek funding was rewarded with a raise
that will help us achieve our immediate goals in terms of growth, expansion into Middle East, Africa, Asia,
South America and Oceania, increasing our spectrum licenses and patents portfolio, and further our product
development,” said Omar Qaise, founder and chief executive of OQ. Saudi Arabia is stepping up its efforts
in the space race. Riyadh set up the Saudi Space Commission which, along with the Ministry of Investment
and the Public Investment Fund, has been mandated to develop strategies and pour investments into space
technology. In 2020, the kingdom earmarked $2.1 billion for its space program, as part of its Vision 2030
initiative that seeks to tap emerging technology and diversify its economy’s reliance on oil. In July, Saudi
Arabia became the fourth country in the Middle East and 21st globally to sign the US-led Artemis Accords,
an agreement that outlines peaceful exploration of the Moon and beyond. Other Middle East nations that
have joined the pact include the UAE, Bahrain and Israel. 5G satellites, meanwhile, are more reliable than
standard 5G connections: to gain access to the internet using 5G — or any broadband connection — a user
must be within range of a cell tower. With satellites, internet access is possible even in the most remote areas.
Currently, the most aggressive 5G satellite company is Starlink, which is under Elon Musk’s SpaceX. It has
already launched more than 3,000 satellites into orbit, with 46 deployed this week. OQ’s third satellite mission
earlier this year was aboard a SpaceX Falcon 9 rideshare mission. The global 5G satellite communication
market is expected to hit almost $34bn by 2030 from more than $2.5bn in 2021 at a compound annual growth
rate of 33.3 per cent, according to Prescient and Strategic Intelligence. OQ, which also has offices in Dubai and
Rwanda, has already accomplished several LEO satellite deployment missions, and more are being planned
to increase its constellation. Established in 2016, OQ’s services are being used in industries such as energy,
mining, logistics, maritime, agriculture and defence. The Saudi investment will also involve developing new
products in co-ordination with the local business ecosystem and universities, which in turn will support the
Vision 2030 agenda, the statement said. “Our investment in OQ Technology is the true manifestation of our
mission to position the kingdom as the center of gravity for global tech ventures,” said Fahad Alidi, managing
director and chief executive of Wa’ed. “We envision OQ to become the nucleus to building a full SpaceTech
ecosystem that starts with the kingdom and outspreads to the surrounding region.” Wa’ed Ventures, founded
in 2013, is a $200m venture capital firm wholly owned by Saudi Aramco, the world’s biggest oil company.
It aims to promote economic diversification and new business growth in the kingdom by investing in highgrowth tech start-ups across multiple sectors.
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Thales Alenia Space
Partner with Eutelsat
to Deliver High-Speed
Broadband Across Europe

T

hales Alenia Space (Thales 67%,
Leonardo 33%) will support the delivery
of high-speed broadband across Europe
as well as connectivity services by
providing the SpaceGate ground connectivity
solution to EUTELSAT KONNECT VHTS satellite.
Thales Alenia Space already developed for
Eutelsat the digital EUTELSAT KONNECT VHTS
satellite based on the full electric Spacebus NEO platform and expected to be launched September 6th, 2022.
The SpaceGate satellite access network solution, designed for High Throughput and Very High Throughput
satellites, will provide a wideband connectivity with the best spectral efficiency, significantly increasing the
EUTELSAT KONNECT VHTS ground segment performances. It is composed of baseband equipment to be
deployed in the Eutelsat ground stations as well as terminals, allowing internet connectivity over fiber-less
areas thanks to the satellite. The SpaceGate’s flexible and modular solution has been developed with the
support of French and European Space Agency’s CNES and ESA research & development programs, Cyber
secured by Thales design, SpaceGate is also adapted to Software Defined Satellites including constellations.
Marc Henri Serre, EVP Telecommunications at Thales Alenia Space declared: “Bridging the Digital Divide is a
priority for the growth in France and in Europe, we are proud to contribute to this important target by offering a
French/European network access solution which is also matching the sovereignty and connectivity key stakes.
We are also very enthusiast to reinforce our collaboration with Eutelsat and by implementing together new
innovative challenges”. Pascal Homsy, CTO of Eutelsat added : “We’re delighted to be teaming up with one of
our long-standing industry partners, Thales Alenia Space, on this new line of ground segment products for
our EUTELSAT KONNECT VHTS satellite. This partnership is yet another proof of our ongoing commitment to
digital inclusion, and will bolster our service offering provided by this satellite, which spearheads our strategy
of shifting to telecom connectivity. By offering a ground segment designed and built by one of the leading
space companies in France to complement the ground infrastructures developed by our other partner,
Hughes, we’re also supporting France’s space sovereignty in this market”.
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